
Form follows Function 


., Foals 

With Guest Judge Elizabeth Graves 

As a judge being in center ring, it's always a delight to hear the reaction from the spectators 
when the foals enter. They present a picture ofnew young life, fresh and innocent and ready 
to experience the world. 

I tina the foal classes the most difficult to place, everyone seems to quickly pick a favorite and the judge has to 
be the one to look past the cute innocence and decipher what is now presented before you and what will be in 
the future. A judge must decide in what order does each fall within their breed standards, with the prospects of 
being a serviceable animal in the future. Never an easy task when so much in a foal is changing, rarely staying 
hi proportion and growing in sections. 

The photos presented here do not make it any easier. This is an exceptional group of foals that seem to 
show a lot of consistency within them. Two have the colors expected of a Tiger horse, and one will likely "color 
up" as it matures, but they must also have the elements present for the ability to do some sort of four-beat gait, 
the running walk being the most desirable. 

When looking at foals it is not uncommon for them to carr~y themselves higher in the neck and at this age 
this cannot be an indicator of how they will carry themselves as adults. Length and thickness of neck can also 
change considerably with maturity. It is very difficult to predict what gait a foal will have as a mature horse 
until everything has gotten closer to finished growth final proportions. 

ANNANDALE'S KlSSY 

,. THE GAITED HORSE Wint:er 2002 

Fo..ll 41 looks well balanced at this age, as do all three in 
our photos. Although the angle of the photo limits what 
the possible bone angles are, it does look like this foal is a 
bit over at the knees. This could still change with age or 
could be the way the foal is standing just in this frame, 
but as judges we must use what is presented before us at 
the time. 

This foal looks to have the steepest shoulder and 
humerus angle of the 
three creating the 
propensity for lift and 
fold in the front. 

Foal #1 looks to 
have hind legs being 
camped out just a bit, 
but again we are 
working with an 
angled photo. 

Color is vibrant 
and attractive. 
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ANNANDALES BUTTERFLY 

, The foal in this photo is moving so it is a bit 
:-e difficult to judge, but the legs looks well set and 

- :. j s photo showing no structural faults. 
This foal looks to have just a bit steeper pelvic 

. ~_ gle with a longer gaskin making it easy for it to get 
~ hind legs under itself 

This foal looks to have a bit steeper shoulder and 
" ~ " merus angle limiting the amount of reach, but creat
:.: g some lift and fold to the fronts. I like the length of 
': ~ck on this foal at such a young age. This foal is not 
<lowing tiger coloring as of yet, but this is not 
: ncommon in Appaloosa patterned horses and this 
"-:illy may well color out as it matures. 

STEP AHEAD 

~ would like to add that what has been pointed out in possible deviations from ideal structure in all three foals is 
: D small, I really felt I had to find some way to separate them, but nothing here really causes me any major con
_ern as future prospects as all can straighten out in these small amounts in final growth and strengthening. This 
:s just such an exceptional group I have been presented to work with here, and this is just not always the case 
,-hen given a group to separate in some order of placement. 

To see how Ms. Graves placed these three out
5tanding foals, I tI rn to page 04-. 

bOllt our Gu£'st .!ll(l.fjc: 

Elizabeth Graves has judged countless all breed, ga~~ed 
': orse shows, continues to train gaited horses and also 
Dives clinics around the u.s. on riding and training 
"aited horses. Though youngsters present a challenge for 
-hejudge's eye, she was, as always, gracious enough to 
~ive her comments on these babies with only the photos 
: s shown frqm which to draw conclusions. ~ 
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The Gaited Horse (excerpted) 
by Stan Tixier 

From the book A Good Lookin' Horse: Cowboy Poetry and Other Verse 
(Available through Western Heritage at 1-800-303-57030) 

Ifyou're ropin' calves or wOTkin' cows, 

It's obvious what you need. Or 

for runnin' short horse races, 

Nothin' beats the Quarter breed. 

Those are classy lookin' horses 

From a well respected source, 

But for movin' out in comfort 

Cli,,!b aboard a gaited horse. 


For the longer kinds of races 
Ofa halfa mile or more, Have a Merry ehri tm 

Either flat or over hurdles, 

It's a Thoroughbred for sure. 

They can run with great endurance 

And with most impressive speed, 

But ifyou would ride for pleasure 

You should try a gaited breed. 


There are many strong supporters 

Ofa horse that's desert bred, 

With terrific staning power 

And a stylish little head, 

Now the Arab's small and wiry, 

With a heart to stay the course, 

But for genuine enjoyment 

Saddle up d horse. 


dale or a Percheron 

horse for trail rides 

You'd uU a plow or wagon 
With a extra heavy load, 
Or a tw -horse hitch in contest 
q~.a ho e that's seldom rode, 
~'a Cl 

.=-; 
.fa Be . n or a Shire, 

... ~. itt a gaite 
Guarantees ou ru never tire. 
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Translation Please! 
Having a tough time "translating" the 
different terms for gaits among the different 
breeds? 
Here's a handy "cheat sheet". 
Peruvians: (From by Luis d'Ascasubi) 
Ambladura (or huachano) = Pace 
Sobreandando = Stepping/broken pace 
Paso Llano = Running walk 
Pasitrote = Fox trot 
Trocha = Disassociated trot 
Trote = Trot 
Paso Finos: (From Dr. Jose Laracuente) 
.-\mbladura (or andadura) = Pace 
Sobrepaso = Stepping/broken pace 
Paso fino = Stepped saddle rack 
Paso corto = Saddle rack 
Paso largo = Fast saddle rack 
Trocha = Fox Trot 
Icelandics: (From A Hestbaki by Eyjolfur 
lsolfsson) 
Skeiorolt = Stepping/broken pace 
Hlaupandc Fetgangur* = Running walk 
Hreonarolt, (pure tolt) = Saddle rack 
Brokk tolt = Fox trot 
;, from Icelandic trainer's society 

Placings for 
Form Follows Function 
from page 60 
1st Place Foal # 2 

rses Foxtrot in Missouri, 2nd Place Foal # 3 
they Walk in Tennessee, 3rd Place Foal #1 
e are Singlefooters fluid 

Finos stridin' free, 

re so smooth and animated 


're all you'll ever need 
that bouncing motion -* 

I'd suD. est a gaited steed. 

is a life-long rider, retired 

orest Service &nger and 

prolific author. 
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